Directions to the Defense Commissary Agency (DeCA HQ) located at Fort Lee

Vehicles may enter Fort Lee from any of the four gates listed below. At the DeCA headquarters, visitors are required to register at the front desk in the main entrance.

To get directions to Fort Lee from various points north, south, east or west, please click this link or type this URL in your web browser: www.ima.lee.army.mil/sites/pao/directions.asp.

A. Main Gate (Lee Avenue) to DeCA HQ
1. Enter from Fort Lee’s main gate (Lee Avenue)
2. Stay in right lane and BEAR RIGHT onto A Avenue
3. Follow A Avenue through first traffic light (Mahone & A Avenues)
4. Continue on A Avenue through second traffic light
5. TURN RIGHT onto 38th Street and pass the DeCA building on your left
6. TURN LEFT onto F Avenue, then take your first left into the parking lot

B. Mahone Avenue Gate to DeCA HQ
1. Enter on Mahone Avenue
2. At traffic light TURN RIGHT onto A Avenue
3. Proceed on A Avenue through second traffic light
4. TURN RIGHT onto 38th Street and pass the DeCA building on your left
5. TURN LEFT onto F Avenue, then take your first left into the parking lot

C. Sisisky Boulevard Gate to DeCA HQ
1. Enter Sisisky Blvd. Gate, continue through two traffic lights
2. Continue on Sisisky Blvd., through the traffic light at Battle Drive
3. You will come to STOP SIGN, TURN RIGHT onto A Avenue
4. Follow A Avenue to 38th Street and TURN LEFT onto 38th Street. Pass the DeCA building on your left.
5. TURN LEFT onto F Avenue, then take your first left into the parking lot

D. A Avenue Gate to DeCA HQ
1. Enter A Avenue Gate
2. Follow A Avenue past Golf Course area
3. TURN LEFT onto 38th Street and pass the DeCA building on your left
4. TURN LEFT onto F Avenue, then take your first left into the parking lot